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Abstract: Shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs) will be an important force to in reshaping urban morphology. The high operation rate and sharing degree of SAV are considered to result in a great reduction in parking area in future cities. Parking space is now a huge and widely distributed urban stock space type, which is bound to become a major challenge and opportunity for sustainable urban renewal in the digital era. Based on the SAV scenario, this paper reviews the current research on the sustainable renewal of urban public parking spaces, and proposes the four key issues involved: how much to renew (i.e., demand forecast analysis), when to renew (i.e., update time series evaluation), what to renew (i.e., function replacement decision) and how to update (i.e., design empirical research). Furthermore, it puts forward a preliminary idea on, and constructs a research framework for, the sustainable renewal methods of parking space under the SAV scenario. Finally, the theoretical, practical and policy implications of the research on sustainable renewal methods of urban public parking space are discussed. It will have great reference value for the redevelopment and reuse of the urban space types including fragmented, widely distributed and large-scale.
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1. Parking Space Renewal under the SAV Scenarios

1.1. Shared Autonomous Vehicle (SAV) Trends

Autonomous vehicle technology is currently the major development direction of artificial intelligence in the automotive sector [1]. The applications of shared autonomous vehicles (SAVs) will improve social mobility and change our concept of time and distance [2]. With the gradual application of SAVs, urban morphology will evolve in the future, which will create more space in urban road networks [3–5].

Universal access to autonomous vehicles has numerous benefits that include reducing accidents, traffic congestion, commuting time, and carbon emissions [6]. Autonomous vehicle technology would replace commuter driving and bring incremental value to every public transportation user. In addition, autonomous driving technology supports vehicle sharing, addresses multiple challenges in the current vehicle sharing field, and realizes the transition from “people looking for vehicles” to “vehicles looking for people” [7]. With autonomous vehicle technology, vehicle sharing can grow to a large scale without barriers. Further, SAV will increase the use efficiency of vehicles while reducing the ownership of vehicles [8]. In other words, it ensures “making the best use of everything,” environmental protection, and public benefit. Therefore, autonomous vehicle technology is widely supported by the governments of various countries [9].
Presently, the policies of the autonomous vehicle industry are undergoing steady improvement [10–14]. All groups in society have high expectations as regards this technology’s environmental protection and convenience [15–17]. The relevant frontier technologies continue making breakthroughs [18]. All of these have laid a solid foundation for developing the autonomous vehicle industry. It is estimated that fully autonomous vehicle technology could be marketed by 2025 [19,20]. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [21] predicts that autonomous vehicles will account for 75% of all urban motor vehicles by 2040.

1.2. Evolution of Parking Spaces in the SAV Era

The applications of autonomous vehicle technology, characterized by connectivity, sharing, and automation, will significantly impact urban public parking spaces [3,4,22–25]. As static urban traffic, public parking is an indispensable part of modern urban functions [26]. However, in the SAV scenario, a large number of existing parking lots (garages) will be gradually removed or replaced and renovated for other purposes. This mainly manifests in the following ways:

1. The advent of SAVs will reduce the demand for private vehicles. A study by Mitchell et al. [27,28] inferred that private vehicles are unlikely to provide the mobility that citizens need in future mega-cities. A study by the Transportation Research Institute of the University of Michigan [29] demonstrated that vehicle ownership in the US would decrease by approximately 43% once the usage of autonomous vehicles starts. The rationale behind this is that shared vehicles are more cost-effective to users (80% savings) than ownership of private vehicles. Therefore, when vehicle ownership declines, the corresponding demand for parking will be significantly reduced;

2. The high SAV operation rate and sharing level has triggered a significant reduction in the required amount of parking space. Carlo Ratti, director of MIT’s Senseable City Lab, notes that “currently, vehicles in the US are parked approximately 95% of the time on average.” [30] Sebastian Thrun, a computer expert at Stanford University and former Google expert on their autonomous vehicle project, said that “once autonomous vehicles become mainstream, only 30% of the vehicles currently on the road will be needed.” [31]. In addition, the operation of each autonomous vehicle can replace 10–30 operational vehicles [30];

3. SAVs have autonomous parking capacity. Therefore, the demand for parking accessibility will be significantly reduced. However, this can rationalize the use of existing parking resources, effectively relieving the pressure on the parking lots in shopping malls, hotels, stations, and other crowded places, as well as significantly reducing the land area required for surface parking [32]. In addition, with this technology, parking lots will be built in urban fringes or places with low economic efficiency, and the ratio of supporting parking spaces for commercial, residential, and public facility lands will be reduced, thereby optimizing the allocation of land resources [33,34];

4. SAV-specific parking buildings completely differ from traditional parking lots and are more space-efficient. The size and space required per vehicle of SAV parking are smaller than those of traditional vehicle parking, because SAV parking does not need to consider the spacing between vehicles [22]. It also does not need so much traffic lane space for vehicles to move in and out. A study has shown that the reduction in the size of SAV parking spaces can result in a 15% increase in parking capacity on average [35].

1.3. Challenges and Opportunities of Sustainable Renewal for Parking Spaces

Public parking space is an important urban stock space [26,36]. The characteristic spatial composition of public parking space makes its renovation and transformation unique compared to conventional urban renewal projects. These features are as follows:

1. Wide distribution, which majorly impacts sustainable urban development. Urban planning standards in various countries all have corresponding parking allocation
index requirements for different types of land and buildings [37,38]. As an urban static transportation space system, public parking space is fragmented and evenly distributed near various buildings and public places in the city, rooted in the spatial and functional structural network of the city [39,40]. Its spatial distribution characteristics significantly impact the realization of sustainable urban renewal [41,42];

2. Large total volume, giving it a high potential for social benefits and economic value. According to statistics, 13% of urban space in the US is currently used to build parking lots [24]. Currently, China has 0.3 vehicles per capita [43]. According to the calculation based on 1:1 parking spaces per vehicle and 20–25 m$^2$ per space [44], the total area of parking space in a city of one million people is equivalent to dozens of large commercial complexes. As such, the transformation and utilization of parking spaces has high potential social and economic value;

3. Multiple types, resulting in greater difficulty and complexity in spatial transformation. Urban public parking spaces are diverse in form, including special space forms, such as under viaducts, on building rooftops, and mechanical three-dimensional parking [38,45,46], as well as the more common underground parking garages, surface parking lots, on-street parking spaces, and stand-alone parking buildings [47]. Different parking spaces vary significantly in size and scale, usage, environmental conditions, ownership composition, etc. [26,45]. This results in substantial challenges in retrofitting spaces.

Therefore, urban public parking spaces are bound to become a crucial challenge, as well as an opportunity in the process of sustainable urban renewal in the future. In view of this, the academic community needs to urgently establish innovative theories and methods. The wide distribution, large volume, and multiple types of urban parking spaces lead to systemic, diachronic, and complex difficulties, respectively, in their renewal and transformation. Hence, new theories should integrate macro-control, meso-synergy, and micro-guidance in a dynamic renewal process. The implementation framework for the spatial renewal of urban systems should reflect the difference in the renewal time and case category. For the sustainable renewal of parking spaces, the new method should be based on its different attributes to determine the time and content of the renovation, and propose targeted design strategies.

Currently, research on the sustainable renewal of urban public parking spaces in the SAV scenario is a practical necessity. Its significance lies in the following:

1. From the social perspective, it synergizes science, technology, and innovation with the evolution of urban morphology to address the needs of social life in a new era;
2. In the economic sense, it harnesses the value of urban stock space, improves urban vitality and quality, and contributes to economic development;
3. From the theoretical perspective, it establishes a methodology for the sustainable renewal of urban parking spaces and expands the theoretical framework for urban design;
4. In the sense of demonstration, conducting empirical design studies and developing demonstration cases can lead the way in future urban renewal.

1.4. Aims and Innovations of This Research

The sustainable renewal of urban parking in the SAV scenario is a forward-looking and strategic research topic. The purpose of this paper is to raise this issue and conduct a preliminary analysis for laying the foundations of the theoretical framework for future research. The research problems this paper attempts to address are:

1. In what ways can urban parking space be renewed and what are the corresponding difficulties?
2. What are the deficiencies in the existing theories, methods, and practices concerning parking renewal?
3. Establishing a framework for parking space renewal in the SAV scenario.
4. What are the theoretical, practical, and policy implications of the proposed renewal method?

The uniqueness of this paper lies in:

1. Proposing the idea and preliminary framework for the sustainable renewal of urban parking space under the SAV scenario.
2. Providing mode references for the redevelopment of fragmented, widely distributed, and large-scale urban spaces.

2. Research Status of Sustainable Renewal Methods of Parking Spaces

2.1. Methods and Theories

There is a broad international consensus that SAV technology will be a major trigger for future urban transformation [24,48–50]. The general appearance of future cities, including the morphologies of urban roads, parking spaces, and infrastructure, will change drastically with the arrival of SAVs [4,51–53].

Regarding the conception of urban morphology in the SAV era, Chapin et al. [34] envisioned urban streetscape planning in different periods with autonomous vehicle technology. Owing to the efficiency of autonomous vehicles, existing urban roads can be reduced by one or more traffic lanes, which can be used as stop-and-go lanes, sidewalks, or bike lanes. Based on the “safety”, “mobility”, and “balanced right” principles, the National Association of City Transportation Officials [54] proposed guidelines for the spatial planning of urban streets with autonomous vehicle technology. Wang et al. [55] explored the adaptive change characteristics of urban space and urban functions in the era of autonomous vehicles based on characteristics of autonomous vehicle traffic, benefit matrix, and the prospect of scaling up. Xie Siyuan et al. [33] analyzed the impact of autonomous vehicle technology on street space and proposed principles and strategies for the optimal design of static traffic space. Based on an overview of SAV urban space governance in China and other countries, Zhang et al. [56] took Nanjing as an empirical research object and employed field research and structured interviews to systematically comb the challenges of urban space under the impact of shared vehicles. LYFT (a leading company engaged in SAV), in collaboration with Perkins & Will Architects, proposed the world’s first autonomous vehicle-based street space concept in the Wilshire street block of Los Angeles [57], and completed the design proposal.

Regarding the prediction of the size and distribution of future parking spaces, Zhang et al. [35] adopted a multi-agent simulation model to estimate the potential impact of SAVs on the demand for urban parking, under different system operation scenarios. The results obtained indicated that approximately 90% of the demand for parking could be eliminated. Another study by Zhang et al. [58] adopted real transportation networks and travel demand origin–destination (OD) matrices to simulate the evolution of the parking system in the city of Atlanta, USA, after the adoption of SAVs. The simulation results indicated that 4.5% of the parking land in Atlanta can be reduced when 5% of the traffic trips adopt the SAV model. Recent research by Zhang and Wang [59] analyzed the demand reduction trajectory during the transition period when there is a mix of SAVs, privately owned AVs (PAVs), shared conventional vehicles (SCVs), and conventional private vehicles (CPVs). Bischoff et al. [60] introduced multi-agent technology to simulate the parking search behavior of autonomous vehicles under three different parking strategies (regular parking, parking in designated lots, and empty cruising), and applied the model to a residential area in downtown Berlin for detailed evaluation. Simons et al. [61] investigated the sustainability of downtown parking when autonomous vehicles are present. By reviewing the research of 21 practitioners on SAV applications, they predicted a 20–66% decrease in the net demand for parking in downtown Cleveland by 2035. They concluded that future vehicle maintenance and parking space demands could be met using existing excessive parking lots at airports or soccer stadia.

Regarding the renewal planning for existing parking lots, Ziegenfuss [62] investigated how to create temporary public places in underutilized parking spaces. Based on the
environmental characteristics, mixed functional goals, and a zoning regulatory framework, Ziegenfuss analyzed public activities suitable for different types of surface parking lots and discussed methods for implementing the temporary reuse of parking spaces. Xu et al. [63] posited that autonomous vehicle technology would facilitate the functional replacement of parking lots as “ecological units” to link different urban areas, thereby realizing ecological base replacement, patch reconstruction, and ecological network restoration. Simons and Kline [64] presented a method of evaluating the potential of the sustainable reuse of parking buildings. Integrating the basic construction factors of the parking garage, various potential end uses, and the basic requirements of regulation for renewal, they developed a simple analysis method which could identify the most adaptive and sustainable renewal targets for a certain case.

Regarding the SAV parking spaces that need to be reserved, the design of future parking facilities will also change. In contrast with regular parking lots that have only two rows of vehicles per island, future parking lots can stack multiple rows of other vehicles behind each vehicle (Figure 1). Ferreira et al. [65] proposed a novel concept of automated parking, wherein autonomous vehicles move collaboratively using a self-organizing network of vehicles to ensure easy entry and exit despite their dense arrangement. This method saves half the space required by traditional parking methods. Nourinejad et al. [66] further adopted a problem heuristic algorithm to identify the optimal autonomous vehicle space layout design. Their study demonstrated that autonomous vehicle parking can reduce parking spaces by an average of 62% and an approximate maximum of 87%.

![Figure 1. The differences between two parking lot designs: regular parking lot design (left) and autonomous vehicle parking lot design (right), adapted from [66]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier.](image)

2.2. Practices and Projects

Currently, there are many cases of parking space renewal or reuse worldwide. However, compared to some well-known constructions, parking space renovations do not attract much attention from the media or academia due to their small scale (single unit) and lack of an iconic external image. However, they usually involve different types of cases, through which researchers and architects have explored and developed different renewal approaches.

Small open-air parking lots and on-street parking spaces are relatively easy to retrofit because of their more dispersed spatial distribution and small scale. The renewal of these spaces is often done on an ad hoc and flexible basis, with government regulations and spontaneous actions by individual property owners [47]. In 2010, the City of San Francisco launched the “51 parklets” project (Figure 2) to explore the elimination of street parking and to revitalize public areas [67]. The conversion of these parking spaces in prime areas into restaurants, retail, and recreational spots has received strong public support with good economic returns. This activity has extended to urban renewal programs in dozens of major cities in North America. For relatively large open-air parking lots, it is possible to create substantial economic value with concentrated functional conversions. For example,
Square Roots recently created an urban agriculture accelerator in a Brooklyn parking lot, which houses 10 container gardens that can produce up to 500 pounds of fresh agricultural products per week [68].

![Figure 2. Parking lot conversion: the “51 parklets” project, adapted from [69,70]. Copyright 2021 Island Press (for first figure), 2016 Cincinnati Magazine (for second figure).](image1)

The parking garage building is the most common renewal type around the world. Mostly, it is transformed into new functions such as offices, residences, or public culture spaces. For example, the Northwestern University in the US has transformed its 11,000-square-foot North Campus parking garage into a student business incubator called “The Garage” [71]. The parking building of the Shanghai Bus Company [72] was converted into a design office space for Tongji University (Figure 3). Knightley’s Garage of Broadway was transformed into multi-story apartments [73], and Carl Turner turned the Peckham Levels car park in South East London into an amenity for the arts community [74]. In other retrofit cases, parking function can be replaced with new functions, such as urban three-dimensional greenery [75] and cultural outreach facilities with small renewable energy stations [76], etc.

![Figure 3. Reconstruction of the parking lot of Shanghai Bus Company (right), “MOD” design concept for parking conversion (left), adapted from [72,77]. Copyright 2021 Zeng Qun (for first figure).](image2)

Regarding sustainable issues in retrofitting, Gensler’s “MOD” design concept for a cultural center demonstrated how a parking lot can be transformed into a public space for citizens [77]. Their strategies were to raise the floor height to ensure that the floors are leveled between ramps, and to add cavity panels and install easily removable walls and ceilings to increase light and ventilation. The garage was also equipped with appropriate utility connections to prepare for future workspace or retail use. These design strategies were also employed in the 84.51\(^{0}\) Center and Netflix headquarters office building parking spaces [78] (Figure 3). In addition to Gensler, a number of other prominent design firms also actively explored, and ultimately realized, the “future-proofing” concept in parking design. For example, WGI [79] (an American design and professional services firm leading in technology-based solutions for the construction of public infrastructure) designed The
Wedge, which utilized an adjacent existing parking structure for access, negating the need to build ramps between floors in the new structure. Kasian and 5468796 [80] designed 9th Avenue Parkade, which allows for the future conversion of the space into commercial or residential uses through considerations such as increased floor-to-ceiling heights, and a central atrium space for natural light to penetrate the building. Arrowstreet [74] designed the underground parking space of Boston Parcle K, which envisioned a future double-height space that could be created to allow new uses that would engage with street-level retail space. To meet the different functional demands of retrofitting, Dutch designers proposed the use of assembled components (Figure 4) to improve the flexibility of the sustainable renewal of parking structures [81]. Similarly, Gensler is also investigating ways to retrofit old garages with pod-like houses by inserting these residential units into parking structures.

![Figure 4. Retrofit garage space with assembled components, adapted from [81].](image)

Mechanical parking devices can also be converted for other functions as lightweight structures. Zeroth et al. [82] proposed a design solution for converting a vehicle lift into a housing pod (Figure 5). The scheme adopts injection-molded panels made of recycled plastic, which are prefabricated off-site, then delivered by truck to the parking lot, and lifted into place using a forklift. In high-density urban areas (e.g., Tokyo, Japan), above-ground parking (parking buildings or on-street parking) accounts for a relatively small part of the total parking in urban planning. Instead, a large number of parking spaces are arranged underground. Japanese designers [83] tried to transform underground parking into shopping units. The transformation of underground spaces is challenging owing to the higher requirements of evacuation, fire prevention, etc. In addition, underground spaces usually function as urban shelters. Therefore, there are relatively few cases of such retrofits to date. However, for their significant share of high-density urban parking spaces, their economic potential for retrofitting is gradually gaining attention. In the future, these spaces could be used for urban agriculture, storage, or data centers [77].
The sustainable renewal and retrofitting of parking spaces is not an easy task. It involves economic, social, environmental, and other related factors [84]. Based on experience from existing cases [45,85,86], the major constraints of garage renewal and retrofitting are low floor heights, sloped ramps, limited structural load-carrying capacity, and excessive flat areas, as well as the inadequate sizes and numbers of stairs, elevators, and entrance/exit. Other factors include the absence or shortage of various plumbing facilities (e.g., heating ventilation, air conditioning and fire protection systems), the lack of exterior envelope enclosures, rough architectural treatment, unsuitable fire compartment design, etc. All these factors need to be taken into consideration in the renewal process and stay consistent with the design specifications of the target function (Figure 6).

**Figure 5.** Parking lot conversion project practice: UpLIFT, adapted from [82]. Copyright 2021 atr+d.

**Figure 6.** The countermeasures against major constraints of garage retrofitting, adapted from [45]. Copyright 2021 Taylor and Francis Group LLC-Books (for first figure).
2.3. Overview of the Research Status

Overall, there is a trend in frontier exploration for parking space renewal worldwide, and most of the literature and practice is concerned with this scenario. However, in response to the challenge of the sustainable reuse of several parking spaces under the SAV scenario, the academic community, especially the architectural planning theory community, has not yet formed corresponding design theories and methods. The main shortcomings of the current research on parking space retrofitting under SAV scenarios are presented as follows:

1. A systematic perspective on the renewal of urban space is absent. Parking spaces belong to the static transportation system of the city, and their renewal and retrofitting require a comprehensive consideration of the entire system. If macroscopic planning assessments and microscopic architectural plans are not bridged to form common design guidelines for achieving rigid control and flexible guidance, it will be challenging to adapt to the diachronic and dynamic retrofit process of the parking space system, as well as to achieve the goal of sustainable development;

2. The scientific planning of retrofitting design projects is neglected. Although the current theoretical research focuses mainly on the demand forecast of parking spaces and the exploration of SAV parking facility designs, it does not consider other important aspects, such as comprehensive retrofit timing and function setting for scientific retrofit strategies and methods. Most of the existing retrofit projects are led by developers, and the lack of urban public interest factors affects the sustainability of urban renewal. Moreover, there are relatively few types of target functions for retrofitting, as well as a lack of functional restructuring for future cities;

3. Practical guidelines for the design process are absent. Although the retrofitting of different types of parking spaces faces common challenges, their spatial compositions vary significantly. The existing research does not address how to adopt the retrofitting experience of existing projects to form practical guidelines for promoting design and management continuously in the complex design process, as well as for facilitating the generation of novel theoretical paradigms and implementation systems for renewal.

Therefore, to address the potential demand for the renewal and retrofit of a large number of urban parking spaces in the future, and to realize a new type of urbanization in the context of digitalization in the future, there is an urgent need to establish a systematic theoretical approach and develop practical response techniques from the perspective of sustainable development.

3. A Proposal on the Method for Sustainable Renewal of Parking Space under SAV Scenarios

3.1. Four Key Issues

The sustainable retrofit and reuse of urban parking spaces is a systematic, diachronic, and complex process. Parking spaces are fragmented in cities, are widely distributed, and are huge in scale. Moreover, different parking spaces have different features, such as roadside parking, on-street parking, garage building, underground garage, under-viaduct parking space, building rooftop parking, etc., with large morphological differences. For sustainable renewal and retrofitting, targeted policies should be implemented according to the different features of parking spaces. These policies include the timing, content, and mode of retrofit, as well as specific design strategies. Therefore, this research intends to focus on four key issues or problems involved in the sustainable renewal and retrofitting of urban parking spaces under the SAV scenario: how many to renew (i.e., demand forecast analysis), when to renew (i.e., renewal timing evaluation), what to update to (i.e., function replacement decision), and how to renew (i.e., design empirical study). Through this, the study aims to establish a new paradigm. It hopes to form a guidance and control framework unifying the macro-, meso- and micro-levels, and propose a technical method adaptable to different renewal times, categories, and cases. This will help facilitate the dynamic process of the sustainable renewal of systemic spaces (Figure 7).
3.2. Status Quo Analysis of Urban Parking Spaces and Demand Forecasting under SAV Scenario

Currently, situation analysis and demand forecasting are carried out at the macro-city scale. The data collection includes data mining and on-site surveys. The data categories are the features and characteristics of existing parking spaces, including location environment, spatial composition, and usage. Parking space information of the designated areas in the cities under study is obtained from open source databases such as online maps, mobile parking apps, and city brain data platforms [87], collating photos, geographic coordinates, parking fees, numbers of spaces, numbers and locations of entrances and exits, and other geographic and economic information. At present, data mining technology based on Python has been widely used. There are also several online data collectors, which make data crawling relatively easy. In cases of missing network data for specific building
structures, equipment, and decor, it is necessary to identify representative areas in cities as per the research scope and conduct field investigations. With data from the above sources, important spatial features can be filtered and organized, based on which data structures and databases can be established. Further, clustering analysis is adopted to subdivide existing surfaces, underground parking (garage), and on-street parking spaces into different sub-types. By comparing the distribution of parking space types in different cities and different areas of the city, an initial analysis of the project’s renovation can be formulated. Forecasting the demand for parking spaces is a prerequisite for urban parking space planning. At present, parking demand prediction models are mainly divided into three types [88]: (i) models based on the relationship between land use and parking facilities, (ii) travel attraction models based on the relationship between parking demand and travel, and (iii) models based on correlation analysis and regression analysis. In this study, the demand forecasting under the SAV scenario is founded on the modification of the existing model based on the analysis of land use and traffic impact [89]. This model makes predictions based on land use type and location traffic conditions. Compared with previous research methods [90–92], its advantages are the easy accessibility of data with relatively accurate results. The method of model modification is to adjust the parking demand coefficients of plots of different land use properties through a survey of the acceptance and use characteristics of SAV. The survey includes the reports of authoritative organizations (e.g., [93–96]) and the investigations of local people of different ages and vocations. This makes the model modification more regionally targeted. Accordingly, the number and area of urban parking spaces available for renewal can be determined at different time points in the future.

3.3. Time-Series Evaluation of Urban Parking Space Renewal under SAV Scenarios

The coordinated development of urban parking space renewal is a complex, dynamic, and long-term process. From a practical perspective, the driving-state-response (DSR) model is suitable for the establishment of an index system, a model, and a method for the time-series evaluation of the sustainable renewal of urban parking spaces. The DSR model is commonly adopted in the establishment of the index system of environmental evaluation. It is a construction method for index systems developed to measure the regional environment and sustainable development [97–99]. The DSR model has a relatively close relationship with the environmental objectives of sustainable development, and reflects a robust management idea. Based on the research purpose and object, the elemental composition of the existing DSR model should be improved according to the special characteristics of urban parking spaces. The driving force indicators primarily express the driving role of the regional and local environment, consisting of the distribution of business types, traffic conditions, and public service facility configuration. Status indicators mainly express the redevelopment potential of a parking space itself, composed of ecological status, building status, and other site status. The response indicators are mainly considered as the potential support for property owners and sector managers.

The evaluation index quantification process adopts the assignment method, which classifies each index evaluation level (from high to low) into four categories: highly suitable, moderately suitable, barely suitable, and unsuitable. For each index, it also assigns different scores and employs analytic hierarchy process (AHP) analysis to determine the weight. The renewal timing is determined using the four-quadrant method (Figure 8), which combines the results of the evaluation of the driving force and status aspects of the DSR model. It can divide the existing urban parking space renewal potential (from near-term to long-term) into strong driving force and good status, strong driving force and bad status, weak driving force and good status, as well as weak driving force and bad status. According to the three stages of near-term, mid-term, and long-term developments, the renewal time sequence of each parking space is determined, which can provide a basis for the decision-making of planners and administrative authorities.
Differing from the macro perspective of demand forecasting, the update sequence evaluation can be carried out in a smaller area or spatial unit. Based on basic parcel conditions such as the parking status, demand, land use mode, and area, spatial clustering can merge land parcels with a relatively close reconstruction mode and spatial location into a basic unit. Due to the diverse quantity and distribution of parking spaces in different areas of the city, determining the development timing based on the renewal demand of different areas can ensure the effectiveness of the renewal implementation.

3.4. Decision-Making Approach to the Functional Replacement of Urban Parking Spaces under SAV Scenarios

The functional replacement selection of parking space is a typical multi-objective challenge, which is characterized by the incommensurability among the objectives and the contradiction between each attribute index. Based on the multi-objective and multi-attribute characteristics of parking space functional replacement, this study combines the multi-objective attribute decision model with functional replacement evaluation to explore the objective determination method for the sustainable renewal of parking spaces. The library for function alternatives includes traditional functions such as retail, restaurants, offices, culture and recreation facilities, and warehouses, as well as new functions for future cities, such as urban agriculture, data centers, maker spaces, SAV parking, etc. According to the general process of multi-objective attribute decision-making, the parking space function replacement decision analysis goes through six steps: decision matrix building, recursive structure construction, attribute value normalization processing, indicator weight determination, comprehensive attribute utility value calculation, and alternative ranking.

The decision matrix is a mathematical representation of the values obtained from the corresponding attributes of each alternative, which can illustrate the decision information of the alternatives in each indicator attribute. Regarding the requirement for different stakeholders involved in parking space renewal (builders, operators, government departments, users, etc.), two criteria for the functional replacement challenge are proposed: economic and environmental. Furthermore, this study also proposes the two major categories of their corresponding indicators, cost and benefit, and specifically divides them into five attributes: construction cost, operation cost, land cost, overall environment, and internal environmental impact. Owing to the differences in indicators of economic and environmental costs, a combined assignment method is adopted to assign the weight of each indicator, which considers the importance of both quantitative and qualitative indicators (Figure 9), and avoids the limitations of the subjective assignment method.
The TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to an Ideal Solution) method can be used to rank the alternatives in the functional replacement decision-making process, and identify the best renewal option for different types of parking spaces. Based on the raw data matrix after normalization, the TOPSIS method finds the positive and negative ideal solutions in a finite number of solutions [106,107]. This method also obtains the relative distances from an alternative to the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution, and thus derives the relative proximity to the positive ideal solution for an alternative. The alternatives of functional replacement are ranked according to relative proximity, in order to evaluate the merits of each alternative.

3.5. Empirical Studies and Strategies Optimization

A design empirical study is conducted to validate the time-series evaluation method and function replacement decision-making approach of sustainable urban parking space renewal. Certain representative areas or spatial units are selected for the cross-analysis of SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) elements concerning parking space renewal. The overall objectives and strategies for regional renewal are proposed. Afterwards, the renewal time and function setting of each parking space in the area are determined. Eventually, thematic urban design guidelines are formed for these selected spatial units.

On this basis, detailed case studies and architectural designs of the sustainable renewal of typical cases are to be completed, including functional zoning, entrances and exits, traffic system, fire safety and evacuation, important node spaces, detailed structure, general plan environment, etc. Based on the parking space prototypes refined with general commonality, the research studies and summarizes appropriate strategies for their spatial renewal. In addition, topology is adopted as the evolutionary medium to design a “menu” of various morphological design strategies and spatial organization patterns via the analysis of variable factors, which can provide a basis for professionals (Figure 10). The visualization of this “menu” helps the designers to communicate with the developer and ultimately to make the best choice for the actual design solution according to the diverse realities of the construction site.
Combining four aspects, including demand forecasting, time-series evaluation, functional replacement, and design strategy, the application system and its interface are developed for the implementation of the renewal project. Its advantage is that it can be used as a working platform for project participants to integrate and share information. The proposed system adopts a hierarchical and modular design. It is divided into four basic modules. The architecture of the application system is shown in Figure 11. The first is the indicator system module, which is responsible for the online creation of new evaluation indicator systems, including the input of indicators, the construction of indicator scoring criteria, and the online calculation of indicator weights. The second is the indicator system management module, which is responsible for managing and viewing the evaluation model. The third is the calculation module, which is responsible for collecting the information of evaluation objects according to indicators and performing comprehensive indicator calculations. The fourth is the result display module, which is responsible for displaying and comparing results for which evaluation and calculation have been completed.
4. Discussion

4.1. Examples of Applications

The renewal methods and framework for the urban space systems established in this study have several applications based on planning stage and project type. For example, planners and urban administrative departments regularly prepare relevant guidelines for urban master planning, construction detailed planning, special planning, and urban design. For architects engaged in the retrofitting design of specific cases, the study framework can be used to compare and modify the proposed scheme. Meanwhile, with an increase in the number of completed cases in the case library, the recommendations become more accurate, which will help architects’ design decisions. For the owners of the parking space, it could help them better understand the value of their properties, and enhance social sustainability during self-organized renewal.

The established guidance and control framework unifies the macro-, meso- and micro-levels, and proposes an urban renewal model that differentiates cases based on time and category. If the indicators and weights are adjusted appropriately, it can be applied to similar urban systemic spaces; for example, the evaluation of the utilization of renewable energy on urban building roofs [108], the redevelopment and reuse of low-utilized urban spaces (such as under- and over-head spaces, small green spaces, etc.) [109], the coordination of architectural styles in the whole city [110], and urban color planning [111], among other thing. These related urban issues are pertinent to the sustainable goals of urban ecology, environmental health, urban resilience, disaster prevention, and heritage protection.

4.2. Contributions to Management Theory and Practice

The significance of this research also lies in its potential to transform our value concept, design approach, talent development, implementation strategy, and management system for the transformation of stock spaces.

1. The current research and practice of smart cities primarily focus on the integrated use of several novel technologies [112]. However, the most essential driving force for urban spatial reconfiguration is the new lifestyles of people. To achieve sustainable development, the spatial patterns of future cities should be adapted to these lifestyles. As Michel [113] mentions in his book, urban planners and designers should accurately predict the picture of future life in order to grasp the fundamental principles of spatial renewal design;

2. Parking space renewal requires a systemic and dynamic perspective. Urban parking spaces are a subsystem of the urban system, and are intertwined with other urban spaces and functional systems [26,38]. City-wide urban parking renewal is for the whole network, not only for any individual case alone at the micro level. The retrofitted spaces of the old system will be broken down and integrated into the novel urban spatial system. Simultaneously, the retrofitting of the parking space system is
also diachronic and dynamic, and needs to be constantly corrected according to the changing objectives of urban development. Therefore, the renewal design approach necessarily combines both assessment at the macro level and design at the micro level;

3. The sustainable renewal of urban parking spaces is an adaptive retrofit [64,77]. Compared with other renewal modes, its design conditions are more complex and difficult, and it requires more assessments in the planning stage. In particular, for large-scale underground parking garages, their structures are usually more complex than above-ground garages and their design regulations are more restrictive. To cope with this, the comprehensive knowledge of professional designers and managers is needed. Therefore, the new profession of retrofit experts in urban space may come into being;

4. Urban parking space retrofitting is an approach to realizing smart urban growth [114]. Compared with brownfield site renewal projects, the implementation of parking space retrofitting requires more refined management, which involves a complex balance of public and private interests, the participation of multiple decision makers, and the adjustment of property rights. The success of San Francisco’s on-street parking retrofit project [67] demonstrates that the implementation approach of the Private Public Projects (PPP) is also applicable to parking space retrofitting. This agrees well with the designation of responsible parties and the guarantee of subsequent operation management [115];

5. Novel renewal paradigms will also inevitably trigger a change in the urban management system. The renewal system should be able to combine top-down and bottom-up forces and integrate the management approaches of rigid control and flexible guidance [116,117]. The novel urban renewal process will allow the design and planning of individual buildings to be linked with existing statutory plans at different levels, thus realizing an orderly and coordinated process of the renewal of urban spatial systems. Accordingly, it is necessary to modify the existing policy structure system, integrate the management functions of different administrative departments, and establish a special management body for urban renewal [118].

4.3. Research Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research

There are some limitations to this research. First, although the relevant literature collection was relatively comprehensive, there is currently little research on this new topic. Second, a quantitative analysis of relevant literature and design cases is lacking. Due to the insufficiency of data in the qualitative analysis and inferences in this study, the classification and comparison of documents are based on subjective judgments. Third, the theoretical analysis and framework in this research are preliminary, and there are many details worthy of deliberation, and these should be continuously optimized during the implementation process. Fourth, the proposed method involves many interdisciplinary technologies, which could not be explained in detail here in the interest of keeping this paper concise. Considering the universality and implementation potential of the method, this research only chooses the commonly used technical means, which may have better alternatives.

Despite the above shortcomings, this research is innovative and valuable. It analyzes the problems, significance, and status quo of the renewal of urban parking spaces under the SAV scenario, as well as preliminary solutions. It proposes a new renewal model that lays a groundbreaking foundation for future research. Further research must investigate the following aspects. First, empirical research is needed in sample regions for verifying the effectiveness and application of the proposed method. This should focus on the modification and concretization of the preliminary framework according to different situations. Second, the application of clustering and similarity judgments [119] based on the properties of many renewal cases mined from the internet (such as shared design platforms, etc. [120,121]) can improve the accuracy of reference cases for the design process. Furthermore, intelligent algorithms (such as extension planning, etc. [122]) can help optimize the design strategies. Third, the evolved lifestyles and urban morphology promoted by SAV are profound and long-term. The issue of the renewal of parking spaces is only one piece of the puzzle in the
urban design theory of the digital city. This should be integrated into the broader design theory for future digital living.

5. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the development status of the SAV technology, reviews the relevant theories and cases of parking space retrofit, and constructs a research framework for a sustainable renewal method for parking space systems under SAV scenarios. It concludes that:

1. In the SAV era, many parking spaces will be gradually renovated and transformed for other uses, and the renewal of parking spaces will become an important issue for sustainable urban development in the future;
2. Parking spaces have the characteristics of large total volume, wide distribution, and fragmentation, which respectively make the renewal process systematic, diachronic, and complicated;
3. The renewal of parking spaces is gaining scholarly attention, but the existing research and practice lack adaptable methods for the sustainable renewal of many parking spaces in SAV scenarios;
4. A theoretical framework that unifies macro-prediction, meso-collaboration, and micro-guidance is required to form guidance and control methods for the time sharing and classification of sub-items for the parking space renewal process;
5. The sustainable renewal of urban parking space under SAV scenarios provides a theoretical, practical, and institutional opportunity for innovative urban renewal in the digital era.
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